
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE

Presiding Officer W. Brian O’Connor called the 697th Meeting of the Faculty Senate to order on October 14, 2010 at 3:30 p.m. 
in Herter Hall, Room 227.

A. PRESENTATION BY JIM KUROSE, EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF NATURAL 
SCIENCES AND SENIOR FACULTY ADVISOR FOR RESEARCH AND ENGAGEMENT
“HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING CENTER”
(QUESTONS AND DISCUSSION TO FOLLOW)
(See attached)

Ernest May, Secretary of the Faculty Senate noted a major question of the faculty regarding whether the Center will be 
available from offices on the campus or if it will be primarily accessed on-site in Holyoke.

Professor Kurose answered that both are possibilities, but that primarily the Center will be accessed from computers on 
campus. There is a class of research that will go on on-site, primarily by computer scientists in which machines will be taken 
up and crashed and a physical presence will be necessary. For most of the machines it will be similar to the way we have 
computers running in LGRC 110 or like MIT’s remote center on I-495. Most of the people who will be using this—especially, 
as computer scientists say, applications people—will be in their offices. They may occasionally go down there, or send a tech 
person down there, to install something, but that would be the extent of that. 

W. Brian O’Connor,Presiding Officer, noted the excitement surrounding the Center and asked Professor Kurose to elaborate 
on the involvement of undergraduate and graduate students at the Center.

Professor Kurose answered first from a research standpoint, noting that it will continue to be similar to what is happening now 
on campus. If a student wants to do research in protein folding, he or she will go work with Lila Gierasch in BMB, because 
that is something that she does. So in that case, instead of her computers being in BMB or A110, they are now in the Holyoke 
Center. Professor Kurose noted that he hadn’t talked too much about the education aspect, and thanked Presiding Officer 
O’Connor for bringing that up. One of the things that the University wants to do is offer classes on High Performance 
Computing in various departments, each addressing their own utilization of HPC. At the undergraduate level, the University 
is hoping to work with in-service students who are working in Holyoke to work on science, math, and computing in the schools 
with teachers in the high schools. W. Richards Adrion has been working on this and other outreach opportunities. Moreover, 
with more people working with and on computing on campus, there will be more opportunities.

Senator W. Richards Adrion noted that, although most of the computers will be for scientists, there will also be what is being 
referred to as “the sandbox.”

Professor Kurose expanded on “the sandbox.” This is an area where students and faculty can come and play with HPC. Think 
of it as a digital sandbox—a very expensive one.

Presiding Officer O’Connor thanked Professor Kurose and reiterated how exciting this project is, expanding on his own 
excitement of the Center’s location in Holyoke, which has always been among his favorite cities as it is where his great-
grandparents first came upon arriving in the country. 

B. PRESENTATION BY JEAN KIM, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND CAMPUS LIFE
“TRANSFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS:  FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE PROGRAM”
(QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION TO FOLLOW)
(See attached)

Ernest May, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, wondered about the advising plan. He noted that the last time revisions were 
considered in advising, it was clear that there were not sufficient resources to support increased advising. He asked how the 
issue of advising resources was being addressed this time, especially considering that the current advising resources—
particularly those advised in the office of Pamela March-Williams (Undergraduate Advising and Learning Communities)—
are unable to handle even a couple points of contact.

Vice Chancellor Kim directed the question of advising resources to Assistant Provost Pamela Marsh-Williams.

Pamela Marsh-Williams, Assistant Provost, expressed her appreciation towards efforts to advocate for increased resources in
advising. Key to the strategy of the Six Points of Contact is building upon contacts that are already in place, beginning with 
orientation. The Six Points, moreover, focuses on first year students. If one were to look at the entire undergraduate 
population, advising resources are woefully lacking. The Six Points hopes to reach out to first year students at designated 
times: orientation; at welcome events; at fall registration; at the end of fall classes, when students can see their progress in 
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concrete terms and advisers can attend to individual needs; preregistration for fall; and the transition to sophomore year. The 
goal right now is to establish a framework that all schools and colleges can strive toward, creating more consistency in 
advising. Moreover, this should eliminate any unfair advantage to smaller departments and colleges that are better-staffed and 
more able to focus on a smaller population of students. Undeclared advising and large departments such as Psychology or 
Communication have historically been disadvantaged in this regard. As a first step, we are looking at how to structure the 
program so that will clearly see that there are designated goals across campus, regardless of major or college. 

Presiding Officer O’Connor thanked Vice Chancellor Kim and commented on his own advising experience, stating that Pre-
Med and Pre-Den students rarely need cajoling to get advising. He also commended the advancement of the RAP and TAP 
programs at the University, citing 10-15% of former freshman members of the BioTAP program are now dentists or 
physicians, and when they go to UMass Med they have their own BioTAP dorm in which they live. These first year programs 
really establish connections.

C. ANNOUNCEMENTS

2. The Secretary of the Faculty Senate

Ernest May, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, presented an update on activities in some of the Councils and Committees:

The Joint Task Force on Accountability is responding to the Board of Higher Education’s Vision project, and researching the 
possibilities for assessing student achievement across institutions. The main problem seems to be how to demonstrate “value 
added” over the course of a college career.

The Commonwealth Honors College Council, which was just newly formed, has created subcommittees and is hard at work 
under the leadership of Dianne Flaherty.

The Executive Advisory Council met once to discuss Chancellor Holub’s challenge to the Senate to create a proactive, rather 
than reactive, agenda; possible Strategic Planning for the Faculty Senate; the Trustee document on the review of senior 
administrators; and other issues.

The General Education Council is hard at work on all the issues involved with defining the Integrative Experience, which is 
now a requirement for all students who entered in the Fall of 2010 and thereafter, including transfer students. If you visit the 
Gen Ed website, you can study the results to date. There is also the question of how this program should be administered, since 
it will involve 4-5,000 students per year. There will probably be a presentation of these results to the Senate later this semester. 

The Program and Budget Council is taking up the issue of whether there are adequate resources available to fund the 
Integrative Experience program at a level of high quality.

The Undergraduate Education Council read the front-page article in the Boston Globe about the campus initiative in the area 
of three-year undergraduate degree programs. The Globe article was the first communication that the Senate had received 
regarding such programs. It is rumored that a new initiative with the Community Colleges is also under development, but, 
again, the Senate has not received any communication from the administration.

The Library—and, by extension, the Research Library Council—sponsored an event on campus on the topic of Open Access, 
especially to textbooks. MIT is very advanced in this area, and a few other leading institutions are also strong. Associate 
Delegate to the Board of Trustees Marilyn Billings is a strong campus advocate, and faculty who wish to contribute to campus 
involvement in this initiative should be in touch with her. The Faculty Senate is willing to support faculty who wish to see this 
type of initiative develop on this campus.

The Program and Budget Council is reviewing a large number of proposals for new programs and initiatives, at least one of 
which is very costly. The Council will be considering whether there are sufficient resources—faculty and otherwise—to 
support all these programs at a high level of quality.

The Campus Physical Planning Council is reviewing the final plans for the Classroom Building and the site of the dormitory 
building. 

The Academic Matters Council is considering a large number of new program initiatives. If there are Senators with expertise 
in curricular design who would be willing to serve on the Program Subcommittee of the Council, please let us know. We owe it 
to our colleagues to provide a timely review and approval of their proposals; however, without adequate volunteers, and with 
so many proposals, the timeliness for this process will inevitably increase dramatically. Although we cannot guarantee that 
this work will be valued by the central administration, your colleagues will thank you for getting their programs through the
approval process in a reasonably timely manner.
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Finally, the Academic Matters Council has received a request from the central administration to change the date of the 2011 
Undergraduate Commencement from Saturday, May 14, to Friday, May 13. This request will be deliberated by the Calendar 
subcommittee next Tuesday and by the Academic Matters Council on October 20 at 12:15 p.m. in the Campus Center, Room 
168C. If approved by Academic Matters Council, it will be on the agenda for the next meeting of the Faculty Senate on 
November 4.

Robert C. Holub, Chancellor, in response to a comment concerning the three-year degree programs, stated that the programs 
were mentioned in the UMass Rising document that was submitted to the Rules Committee in the summer, so the Senate had 
as much notice of them as Globe reporter Tracy Jan. 

4. The Faculty Delegates to the Board of Trustees

W. Richards Adrion, Faculty Delegate to the Board of Trustees, commented on the brevity of the last meeting of the Board of 
Trustees on September 29 at the Law School at UMass Dartmouth. Developments of interest to the campus include the Trustee 
approval of Peter Munson, Anne Herrington, and James Young as Distinguished University Professors, and of the granting of 
Larry Schwartz the Isenberg Professorship in Integrative Science. There was also an approval by the Administration and 
Finance group of $140 Million in potential new capital projects for the University. 

E. NEW COURSES

John Jenkins, Chair of the Academic Matters Council, before announcing the new courses, opened an invitation of two 
colleagues to serve on the Calendar Committee of the Academic Matters Council. 

COURSE TITLE CREDITS
COMM 101 “Communication:  First Year Introduction”             1
COMM 125 “Introduction to Rhetoric and Performance and                              3

  Social Action”
COMM 228 “Visual Communication”              3
COMM 320 “Culture, Communication, and Social Identities”                             3
COMM 336 “Consumer Culture”               3
COMM 337 “Media Audiences”             3
COMM 338 “Children, Teens, and Media”               3
COMM 339 “Media and Public Policy”             3
COMM 345 “Contemporary World Cinema”                             3
COMM 414 “Studying Everyday Talk”               3
COMM 428 “Freedom of Expression”               3
EDUC 202 “Social Issues in Intergroup Relations:  Intergroup Dialogue -                 4

Exploring Social/Cultural Differences and Common Ground”
EDUC 301 “Young Children in Families and Schools”             3
FRENCH 289 “Paris Through the Centuries”                             3
SCANDIN 387 “Viking Revival:  National Romanticism and the Creation          4

  of a Nordic Ideal”
SCH-MGMT 311 “Accounting Communication”              3
SCH-MGMT 312 “Finance Communication”              3
SCH-MGMT 314 “Hospitality Management Communication”            3
SCH-MGMT 317 “Sport Management Communication”                            3

MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses COMM 101, 125, 228, 320, 336, 337, 338, 339, 345, 
08-11 414 and 428, EDUC 202 and 301, FRENCH 289, SCANDIN 387, SCH-MGMT 311, 312, 314 and 317, as 

recommended by the Academic Matters Council.

The motion was seconded and adopted.

COURSE TITLE CREDITS
EDUC 802 “Professional Development:  Supervision of        3

  School Psychologists”
GEO-SCI 626 “Remote Sensing and Image Interpretation”        3
GEO-SCI 668 “GIS and Spatial Analysis”       4
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MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses EDUC 802 and GEO-SCI 626 and 668, as 
09-11 recommended by the Graduate Council.

The motion was seconded and adopted. 

F. ANNUAL REPORTS

1. 2009-2010 Annual Report of the Program and Budget Council, as presented in Sen. Doc. 
No. 11-009.

Professor Julie Hayes noted that the Annual Report of the Program and Budget Council is fairly self-explanatory, and 
expressed her gratitude to the members of the Council who did a great job last year. The Council met regularly; dialogued 
with a number of administrators, beginning with the new Provost Jim Starros in October; and performed due diligence on a 
wide range of programs. It was a good year for the Program and Budget Council and the council will continue work on many 
of the same initiatives.

Presiding Officer O’Connor offered his thanks to the Council for the tremendous amount of work they do.

2. 2009-2010 Annual Report of the Student Affairs and University Life Council, as presented in 
Sen. Doc. No. 11-010.

Madeleine Charney, Member of the Student Affairs and University Life Council, noted that SAUL covered university alcohol 
programs and policies; co-curricular transcripts; ALANA support services; the Code of Student Conduct; Police Advising 
Committee; and the SGA bylaws. One of the more dynamic discussions was the discussion centered on textbook pricing, 
buyback, and the campus contract with Follet. This is a great source of concern for many students, as we have all heard about
the rising costs of textbooks. One solution Ms. Charney presented to the group is called Open Educational Resources. How it 
works: faculty log on to a site such as one called Flatworld which allows them to freely share material that others or that 
faculty member have written such as articles, textbooks, book chapters, lab manuals, etc. and other faculty members can pick 
and choose to create a course’s texts. This creates enormous flexibility in course design and execution as well as saving
students money. Next week is Open Access Week and it is an excellent opportunity to learn about the topic. There will be 
activities, discussions, and lectures at the library. It is following another successful library event called “How Can a Textbook 
be Free?: Keeping Higher Ed Affordable with Open Resources.” It is a revolutionary movement that is here to stay, and you
can go to the homepage of the Library and look for e-mail messages from your Library’s liaisons. 

Senator Richard Bogartz presented the following anecdote in which the Senator, realizing his students would have to pay $135 
for their textbooks in an undergraduate Statistics course, found a quality online text, eliminated the textbook and assigned the 
online text. When the class was asked at the end of the semester how they liked this, more than half the students did not like 
having an online text, they wanted their textbook in their hands and reading it online didn’t work for them. Senator Bogartz 
stated the issue presents a mixed bag.

Ms. Charney responded that this is a very complex topic and that the Senators should attend Open Access Week to hear about 
all the layers of this issue. She noted the validity of Sen. Bogartz’ comments, but stressed that open access and “freely 
accessible” doesn’t always mean totally free; sometimes it means extremely affordable, and there are ways to quickly order 
delivery of an accessible book in its printed format. Another, more philosophical aspect of Open Access is about the public 
good, and that a lot of faculty around the world have started to realize they don’t want to give in to the pressures of the 
publishing world, and they want to take the matters into their own hands, making it somewhat revolutionary. Faculty can 
decide to have something for a low cost, or after it has been published for many months for free. Much of it is about the 
Creative Commons License, with many levels of accessibility. 

G. NEW BUSINESS

1. Special Report of the General Education Council concerning A Recommended General Education 
Designation for EDUC 202, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 11-011 with Motion No. 10-11.

MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the General Education Designation for EDUC 202, as presented in
10-11 Sen. Doc. No. 11-011.

The motion was seconded and adopted. 
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2. Special Report of the Committee on Committees concerning Nominations to the Academic Honesty Board, as
presented in Sen. Doc. No. 11-012 with Motion No. 11-11.

MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Nominations to the Academic Honesty Board, as presented in
11-11 Sen. Doc. No. 11-012.

The motion was seconded and adopted.

H. OLD BUSINESS

Special Report of the Committee on Committees concerning Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils and Committees, 
as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 10-042D with Motion No. 41-10.

MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Nominations to Faculty Senate Councils and Committees, 
41-10 as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 10-042D.

The motion was seconded and adopted. 

The 697th Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate stood adjourned at 4:45 p.m. on October 14, 2010.

The proceedings from this meeting are available on audiotape in the Faculty Senate Office.

Respectfully submitted,

Ernest D. May
Secretary of the Faculty Senate



UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE

From the 697th Meeting of the Faculty Senate held on October 14, 2010

PRESENTATION BY PROFESSOR JIM KUROSE
ON THE MASSACHUSETTS GREEN 

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING CENTER (MGHPCC)

A PDF version of this presentation is available at 
http://www.umass.edu/senate/fs/Minutes/2010-2011/MGHPCC.pdf

Professor Jim Kurose thanked Presiding Officer O’Connor and noted the multiple “hats” he is 
wearing as Computer Science professor, Associate Dean in the College of Natural Sciences, and 
Research and Engagement Faculty Advisor, commenting on how all of these are related to the 
Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center (MGHPCC). The purpose of his 
presentation is to give an overview of the Computing Center, talk a little about the vision, the reasons 
many people think it is such a wonderful thing, the current status, and where the Center is heading 
in the near future. 

Beginning with the vision: The Green High Performance Computing Center is first of all about 
academic research computing. The Center is a collaboration between five universities (The 
University of Massachusetts system, Harvard, MIT, Boston University, and Northeastern), the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and two major companies in Massachusetts, EMC and Cisco 
Systems. The collaboration is about both research computing infrastructure and collaborating on 
research itself. As many may know, there have been some large-scale activities in terms of 
collaboration among some of these larger research institutions in Massachusetts—one example is a 
DOE Hub proposal with MIT on the order of $130 Million. There are many good things coming out 
of this from an infrastructure standpoint, from a research collaboration standpoint. Thinking about 
the engagement role of the University in Holyoke, this is seen as an anchor for an innovation district 
in Holyoke. Myself, Mike Malone, and John Mullin are on the Holyoke Innovation District Task 
Force that is helping with this. And finally, speaking about partnerships, looking at the scale of the 
collaboration here, this is the largest scale collaboration between the state and the research 
universities in history. 

So what is High Performance Computing (HPC)? There are certain classes of problems in science, 
engineering, social sciences, the humanities (linguistics, for example) that really need to be solved by 
computers. Some of these problems can be solved on a desktop computer, but, for many problems, 
you would be long retired before the computations would be complete. So what HPC is about is 
either getting special purpose computers together to solve problems or building big clusters of more-
or-less commodity computers like everyday desktops to solve these problems. At least in the 
Computer Science Department, people like to say that computing is becoming the third leg of science, 
engineering, and social science. We have theory, where we write down equations and build models 
that we can solve in close form; we have experimentation, like the large Hadron Collider (we actually 
have some faculty on campus that are working with that); and then—increasingly—we are doing our 
research with the aid of computation: we are doing simulation, we are doing modeling, we are doing 
solution of large-scale mathematical systems.

What does the University do with HPC? Just to give you a flavor of what is going on, Neil Katz in the 
Astronomy Department is looking at galactic evolution, Scott Auerbach in Chemistry is looking at 
proton hopping across membranes as a fuel cell technology application, and Rob Deconto is doing 
climate change models in the Geology Department. So this is just a small example of the many types 
of HPC applications that people are looking at on campus. We have an informal group on campus of 
about 25 faculty members that had a meeting last week discussing HPC. 
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So why is HPC important, first from an academic standpoint? As a research university, HPC is no 
longer something that is nice to have; more and more, as scientists rely on computation, it becomes a 
necessity in the infrastructure. If you want to do research, you are working with one arm tied behind 
your back if you are unable to support HPC. Secondly, there are many opportunities for funding in 
the sciences and engineering that are driven by HPC An example of this was the $130 Million UMass-
MIT DOE Hub proposal. Taken as a given that HPC is an important thing to do academically, the 
question arises of how it is going to be done. Recently in Goessman Laboratory, a pseudo-HPC center 
was set up involving window air conditioners, fans, and a cluster of computers that could not even be 
utilized during July and August because they would overheat. Professor Kurose presented a 
photograph of the “lab” (slide number 5). This system was in use until about a year ago. Research 
cannot be continued under such circumstances. What the University would prefer to utilize is a 
system similar to a facility that OIT has put together in LGRC A110, which is more like what a 
modern High Performance Computing Center looks like. This Center was opened about a year ago 
and it is about 75% full at this point, although not all of the HPC on campus is located in this Center. 
The University would like to transition into computing centers more like this one.

Turning back to the MGHPCC in Holyoke, we can talk about the business case for doing something 
collaboratively with other institutions and in Holyoke specifically. There are cost savings because we 
are amortizing capital and operating costs among a larger shared infrastructure. If we utilize this, it 
frees up space on campus. It frees up researchers from worrying about problems like those 
surrounding the pictured computing room. Professor Kurose commented on the frequency of 
complaints surrounding such circumstances, noting how professors would come to him claiming that 
research could not continue in the summer and how it interfered with deadlines. Researchers and 
faculty should focus on their work and not on sub-par facilities. 

So why Holyoke? Green energy plays a role. Moreover, it will increase engagement with the 
communities around us, helping us carry out our regional development mission as a land-grant 
university. Professor Kurose showed a picture of the Holyoke dam and noted that the city of Holyoke 
owns Holyoke Gas and Electric. The energy they produce is mainly hydroelectric, and they are filing 
applications for wind energy on Mt. Tom. In 2008, about 83% of their electricity was green, 
including some that was purchased from a nuclear facility. Neither hydroelectric nor nuclear energy 
produce a carbon footprint, so the carbon footprint of the MGHPCC would be about 1/50th to 1/100th

of a typical data center consuming a similar amount of electricity. It’s very green. There is great 
network connectivity because the I-90-I91 corridor intersection in Springfield is where many high-
speed internet carriers have exchange points. The economic development incentives for building in 
downtown Holyoke are strong reasons to build in Holyoke as well. It seems to really make sense to do 
it there. Where the facility will be is a former Mastex facility near the canals downtown. There is 
currently nothing in the building. 

So where are we now in terms of making this happen? A 501(c)3 has been formed by the five 
universities. This is the group that is going to actually own and operate the facility. The cost of 
building the facility is on the order of $95 Million. That money is coming from the universities, which 
are each putting up $10 Million; from the state, which is contributing $25 Million; from Cisco and 
EMC; from tax credits. When you add it all up, it comes to $95 Million. A site has been selected, 
design is underway. We have a wonderful Executive Director on board. We have $600,000 NSF 
education proposal that Rick Adrion is the PI on that is pending. It’s going to be about an 18 month 
build once we really break ground.

Back to the collaboration aspect. Mike Malone has talked about growing our research enterprise. 
Collaboration is very important from a research perspective. We can always do individual research 
as faculty members, but there is a certain class of projects and problems that one can tackle and a 
certain level of funding that’s required that can only be accomplished in collaboration. When you 
think about what the National Science Foundation offers in terms of science and technology 
centers—people may know we have an engineering research center here that Dave McLaughlin in 
ECE is the lead PI on—these are $40 Million proposals over ten years from NSF and then there’s 
other monies coming in as well. These sort of centers and initiatives allow people to tackle problems 
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at a scale that is impossible as an individual. There are a lot of opportunities for collaborating in the 
area of HPC given the expertise and interest at the various universities. The consortium here is 
pledging to put together seed funds. Some may come from the President’s Science and Technology 
Fund, which awards system-wide three to five grants a year on the order of $200,000. The John 
Adams Innovation Institute offers seed grants also. And these are essentially to jumpstart research, 
to jumpstart collaboration so that people can start working together to build towards these larger 
collaborations. There are a number of collaborations ongoing right now. We have a seminar series 
called Computational Research in Boston and Beyond (CRIBB). We’ve done some joint courses such 
as a green computing course by video between here and BU, as well as joint workshops such as on 
computational immunology, and there have been discussions about joint proposals to the National 
Science Foundation. 

Professor Kurose concluded by discussing the business model of the MGHPCC, which is still 
somewhat under development. Some of the five universities (like the UMass system) are multi-
campus. Newspapers reported a cost of $160 Million. It’s a $95 Million facility and then there is $70 
Million in computing equipment that goes inside. That equipment is typically obtained by faculty 
members who write grants to the NIH, the NSF, the DOE, etc. This would be a place to actually put 
those computers. Some schools jointly share the infrastructure and buy the infrastructure together, 
either out of start-up grants or grants that they get. There’s many models for funding. It is an opt-in 
facility, meaning nobody has to go there. Professor Kurose gave his best guess on the business model 
by stating that the single most expensive cost (basically half of operating fees) is the electricity, which 
is very easy to measure. We know exactly how much electricity is being used, and those operating 
costs can be allocated back. One of the really nice things that can come out of this is the opportunity 
of federating. All the researchers bring their own computers and each researcher uses his or hers 
whenever he or she wants it. But when he or she is not using it, it is available to other researchers. 
Each researcher gets more “bang for the buck.” Hopefully, incentives for federating will be built into 
the business model. 

That is a high-level introduction to the MGHPCC. Professor Kurose reminded the Senate that it is a 
consortium among the five universities. It is a research infrastructure, there will be no payroll or 
PeopleSoft or anything like that there. It is being collaboratively done by the five universities with a 
lot of help from the state. There is a lot of interesting educational and outreach activities going on in 
Holyoke that are planned. And again, we are doing this very closely with industry. The collaboration 
among the universities is something we think will be very important in the long term. 
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OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE

From the 697th Meeting of the Faculty Senate held on October 14, 2010

PRESENTATION BY JEAN KIM, VICE CHANCELLOR 
FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND CAMPUS LIFE

“TRANSFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS: FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE”

A PowerPoint version of this presentation is available at
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Vice Chancellor Jean Kim thanked the Senate and noted her pleasure at presenting on behalf of a 
group that has been meeting well over a year trying to determine ways to improve the undergraduate 
education and the experience of first-year students in particular. The presentation is in three 
sections: the first will express what is known from national research concerning factors contributing 
to student success; the second will show us who our first year students are; and the third will discuss 
our plan for improving and enhancing the first year experience, referred to as Transformational 
Transitions, or First Year Intelligence (FYI).

What we know from educational research over many years is that there are several factors 
contributing to student success. One of those, obviously, is an academically challenging environment. 
Also, there is the opportunity for students to engage in active and collaborative learning. And,very, 
very important, is the interaction that students have with faculty. An overall educationally enriching 
environment and a supportive campus community are important to student success. Engagement is 
also important. We have more than 60 years of research results on the importance of engagement, 
and some will say that engagement is even more important than entering student characteristics such 
as GPA and SAT scores. In this context, student engagement is defined as the investment of time and 
effort in educationally purposeful activities both inside and outside the classroom. Another thing we 
know is that first year students need a structured, clear pathway to success. Also, it is important to 
focus on the first year. The first year is a critical time in terms of transitioning, socially and 
academically, particularly in terms of high school to college environment. We also know that it is the 
period of time when students are most likely to leave school. The first year is the greatest opportunity 
for us to make an impact on their learning and development. 

It is important in any first year program to increase the interaction that students have with each 
other and with faculty members. Moreover, we want to extend the time of engagement that students 
have on campus and bridge what they are experiencing in the classroom with what they are doing in 
co-curricular activities, creating a total learning experience. Increasing academic expectations is 
important, as is assisting students who may need some assistance in reaching their potential. As a 
collective institution, we don’t do well with that last point. 

Successful first year programs tend to be very structured, some might even say intrusive; a better 
word may be proactive. Programs need to be interconnected to other things going on around campus. 
It is important to have specific strategies to engage students. It is important to have an institution-
wide buy-in to the program. The whole campus must understand the importance of student success. 
The campus needs to work together as a community in supporting our students. Obviously, rewards 
are also helpful. 

On learning communities: there are several types of learning communities. Students can take several 
courses together and live together, a setup we don’t currently have. Another is when students engage 
in a unifying experience, a living community and learning community together, like what we have in 
the Residential Academic Program (RAP). Students can also, in general, create a community of 
learners on a particular topic, such as multi-cultural issues, racial identity issues, wellness, etc. 
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Residential colleges are another popular and significant program to create a sense of learning 
community. There are many types of first-year seminars that can exist on a campus. The most 
popular are what known as extended orientation programs, which make up about 55% of first-year 
seminars. What we have on our campus, OASIS and Your Winning Season, come close to matching 
these. Academic seminars are comprised of several courses of similar content. UMass Amherst does 
not currently offer anything like this. Some of our faculty first-year seminars could qualify as 
discipline-based academic courses where students are given an opportunity to explore a topic in-
depth. Professional seminar courses are designed to introduce students to their field of study or their 
major are offered in ISOM, Engineering, and the School of Public Health. Again, we don’t do this, 
but some schools offer remedial seminars. 

So who are our students? Comparing 2009 and 2010, we have, by design, increased our number of 
out-of-state students. In terms of ALANA student population, we went down slightly. In terms of 
gender, we have slightly more males than last year, proportionally. We have increases in the 
enrollment of all the colleges except CHFA. The other profiles of students will come from CIRP, and 
compare our students to peer institutions. Our students are likely to be 18, from public schools, from 
more than 50 miles away. Compared to our peers, we have fewer students claiming the University as 
their first choice of schools. The good news is that later in their college careers, almost 90% of 
students say that this is the right place for them. Most of our students are coming from college-
educated families with incomes of $100,000 or more annually. More of our students than at peer 
institutions say they plan on going on to graduate school after completing their bachelors. The 
political landscape is more center to liberal compared to peer institution students. Like our peer 
institution students, our students generally come from predominantly white high schools, from white 
neighborhoods. Not many students claim it is important to improve understanding of other cultures 
and countries, but it is slightly higher here than among our peers. More than our peers, our students 
plan on participating in the study abroad program. Academically, our students are very optimistic, 
and this should be looked upon as good news, as expectations often shape outcomes. Our students 
claim to study more than our peers. Vice Chancellor Kim noted that it might not be surprising, when 
looking at study habits, to see that female students generally study more than male students. Male 
students read less and play video games more. Vice Chancellor Kim thought it good news that 88% 
of students anticipate participating in a student group or organization during their tenure here, 
considering that student engagement inside and out of class is a good marker for success. Very few 
students plan to participate in Greek society here. Our students report having skipped class in high 
school much more than our peers, as well as partying more, and partying here is generally 
interpreted as consuming alcohol. 

The third and last component concerns the Transformational Transitions Team (TTT) comprised of 
faculty, staff, and students. TTT is looking very hard to see what we have been doing at UMass 
Amherst—and what we can do better—to improve first-year experience. The program developed is 
called First Year Intelligence (FYI), the rubric under which all first year experience falls. We want 
all students to have a similar set of experiences, combining curricular and co-curricular activities 
that will better acclimate students to the academic and social environment on campus. Important 
facets of the program will be strong class identity and community engagement. A flexible learning 
structure is being created to navigate the academic and social landscape here. All components are 
planned to be implemented in Fall 2011. 

What are the components of FYI? We already have a successful summer orientation; to that we are 
adding a fall orientation and introducing a notion of common summer reading. First Year Passport 
is our version of University 101, where we identify four major areas in which we know the students 
should gain information and experience. The academic advising is important, and we are 
implementing the Six Points of Contact and Academic Plan. Residential experience continues with 
RAP, and we are hoping to make better connections with colleges and departments to link the 
curricular and the co-curricular. The First Year Seminars are very important for FYI. We have been 
able to increase the offerings of faculty first year seminars by 50%. We have created four sub-groups 
to look at new components. Dates for fall orientation have been established for September 1 through 
3. The Academic Advising group has developed and is in the process of implementing the Six Points 
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of Contact. There has been much more collaboration between the colleges and schools and the 
Undergraduate Advising Office. SPIRE Notes has been launched, and it should be helpful in terms of 
tracking advising appointments. We’ve increased the participation of students in RAP and are 
making better connections between the schools and colleges and the residential halls. 



UPDATE – MASSACHUSETTS GREEN HIGH 
PERFORMANCE COMPUTING CENTER

Amherst Campus Faculty Senate Meeting 10/14 

Jim Kurose
Distinguished Professor, CS Dept.
Exec. Assoc. Dean, CNS
Senior Faculty Advisor to the VCRE

VISION

 world-class Green High Performance Computing 
Center (1st in the Northeast)
 academic research computing

 partners: UMass (entire system) , MIT, BU, Harvard, 
Northeastern, Commonwealth of MA, Cisco, EMC

 collaboration in R&D that will strengthen MA R&D 
leadership in computing applications

 catalyst for economic & workforce development in 
the state, region and Holyoke (Innovation District)

most significant state/industry/university 
partnership in state history



WHAT IS HPC?

 use of large clusters of computers or special-
purpose computers in advanced applications – “3rd

leg” of science, engineering, social sciences, 
humanities

 increasingly important infrastructure to support R&D 
in broad array of fields E = mc2

theory

experimentation computation

WHAT DOES UMASS DO IN HPC?

Faculty at all UMass campuses use HPC resources

Protein-Protein Docking

Zhiping Weng, UMassMed

Proton Hopping in Organic Molecules

S. Auerbach, UMassAmherst

Cooling a Single Atom in an Optical 

Cavity, Kurt Jacobs, UMass/Boston
Climate change models, R. Decanto

UMass/Amherst

Ocean Mixing, Miles Sundermeyer

UMass/Dartmouth

Protein Unfolding, Valeri

Barsegov, UMass/Lowell

Cosmology simulations, 

N. Katz, UMass/Amherst



WHY IMPORTANT (ACADEMICALLY)

 HPC no longer “nice-to-
have”, but a competitive 
requirement

meets growing faculty needs
 help retain, recruit faculty
more competitive for future 

R&D funding – both federal 
and industrial
 new collaboration opportunities 

(e.g., $130M MIT-UMass DOE 
Hub proposal)

…. this

not this ……

window ACs

fans

racked

computers

WHY IMPORTANT (BUSINESS-WISE)

 cost savings – both capital and operating – thru 
shared infrastructure, economies of scale, lower 
energy costs

 free-up valuable campus space 

 researchers can focus on research

 meet “green” objectives: facility design, operating 
plan, clean energy source, R&D in “green computing”

 potential for carrying out our  regional development 
mission



WHY HOLYOKE?

 low-cost, clean energy  
(primarily hydro, 
potentially wind)

 very low carbon  
footprint

 superior network connectivity, located at the IT 
cross-roads of New England

 economic development incentives for developing 
in downtown “canal district”

FACILITY, SITE SELECTION

Chosen site: former Mastex facility



Where are we? - Current status

 501(c)3 corporation formed 
to develop/manage facility

 $95 M from universities, state, 
 industry, tax credits
 site selected, design underway
 interim Exec. Director
 $600 K NSF ed proposal
 Oct. 5 “groundbreaking”
 opening 2012

Research - collaboration, funding

Goal: large-scale collaborative 
proposals not achievable by any 
single institution alone

 NSF STCs, ERCs, CISE 
Expeditions, DOE EFRCs, 
innovation-hub-like

 an opportunity industry partners 
will want to participate in

Seed funds: foundation for larger-
scale collaborative proposals:

 model: MA John Adams 
Innovation Institute, UMass PO 
S&T

Collaboration mechanisms:

 joint seminar series, CRIBB 
seminar

 joint courses (starting Fall 
2009: green computing)

 joint workshops

 joint proposals: MRI, OCI?



What’s the business model?

 five universities, some multi-campus

 computing resources obtained as “usual” (at least 
initially)
 different schools, different models

 opt-in for faculty

 business model under development, my guesses:

 operating costs allocated back to universities in % 
incurred

 “carrots” for federating

Challenge: supporting computing 
research infrastructure

 research infrastructure, similar to 
wet labs

 one-off, ad hoc solutions

 expensive, timely space 
allocation/renovation, operation

…. thisnot this ……

window ACs

fans

racked
computers



What is the “G” in GHPCC?

Green energy sources

 

 

Renewable 
78.0% 

Nuclear 
15.2% 

Other 
6.8% 

Figure 1: HG&E 2008 Energy 
Sources (2008) 

Green facility operations
 state-of-the-art efficiency

 federated computing

Green computational  science and engineering
 energy sciences

 environmental sciences

 green computing

 smart grid / demand response
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Factors Leading to Student Success


 
Academic challenge


 
Active and collaborative learning


 
Student-faculty interaction


 
Enriching educational experiences


 
Supportive campus environments
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Key Components to Facilitating Student SuccessKey Components to Facilitating Student Success

1. Student 
Engagement 

2. Clearly Marked 
Pathways 

3. Focus on the First 
Year Experience 
(FYE)
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The First Year Experience (FYE)

First Year is a critical time:



 

The greatest social and 
academic adjustment



 

The likelihood of drop 
out highest



 

Best potential for 
transformative learning



 

When programs can 
have the most impact 
on student development 
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Research-based FYE Program Objectives



 

Increase student-to-student interaction


 

Increase faculty-to-student interaction


 

Increase student involvement & time on campus


 

Link the curriculum and co-curriculum ( e.g. 
resident hall programming; service learning 
activities, etc.)



 

Increase academic expectations and levels of 
academic engagement 



 

Assist students who have insufficient academic 
preparation for college 
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Characteristics of Highly Successful FYE Programs



 

Very structured (intrusive, proactive approaches)


 

Interlocked with other programs and services


 

Extended, intense student contact


 

Strategized to “engage” students


 

Track student satisfaction and learning


 

Institution-wide buy-in and understanding


 

Rewards and recognition for students, faculty, 
staff, administrators who participate
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Types of FYE programs

1. Orientation programs 
focusing on the transition 
to college

2. Acquisition of minimum 
learning skills required for 
participation in the regular 
curriculum  

3. Learning Communities for 
educational engagement 
and social transition

4. First Year Seminars
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Types of Learning Communities



 

Students take several courses together & live 
together



 

Students engage in a unifying experience that 
builds community and links course content 
(Residential Academic Programs/RAP)



 

Students form a community of learners (Theme 
Living/ Wellness, Multicultural, etc.)



 

Residential colleges (academic  theme living with 
faculty in residence, Orchard Hill/Dickinson)
* Integrates both social & academic realms *
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Types of First Year Seminars

1. Extended Orientation Course (55% of FYS): 
General acclimation & transition (OASIS, Your 
winning season)

2. Academic Seminar: Several courses with 
common content 

3. Disciplined-based Academic Course: Explores 
one topic in depth (FFYS?)

4. Professional Seminar Course: Introduce 
students to a professional major (ISOM, 
Engineering, Public Health)

5. Remedial Seminar: Remedial development of 
basic study skills
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First Year student profile
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First Year Enrollment 2009 & 2010

2010

In-State 
(3350)
 74%

Out-of State 
(1150)
 26%

2009
Out-of State 

(798)
 20%

In-State 
(3252)
 80%
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ALANA Student Enrollment

2010

ALANA (945)
21%

Non-ALANA 
(3555) 
79%    

2009

ALANA (908)
22%

Non-ALANA 
(3216) 
78%
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Student Enrollment by Gender

2009

Males (1,980) 
48%

Females 
(2,144) 52%

2010

Males (2,205) 
49%

Females 
(2,295) 51%
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First Year Enrollment by College or School
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Cooperating Institutional Research Project (CIRP)

1. Examine how students choose colleges, their values and beliefs about 
diversity and civic engagement, and their expectations

2. Data collected during summer orientation of all first year students

3. Benchmark with institutional peers (medium selectivity public 
universities, based on IPEDS data on SAT & ACT) 

Our CIRP peers are:
Colorado State University, 
Iowa State University, 
North Dakota State University, 
Ohio University, 
Texas Tech University, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa, 
University of Louisville, 
University of New Hampshire, 
University of Utah
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Who Are Our Freshmen Students? 
General Findings from CIRP 2009 & 2010



 

More likely to be 18
(69.7% in 2010 & 69.1% in 2009)



 

More likely to be from public schools
(89% in 2010 & 88.4% in 2009)



 

Home is 50+ miles away
(81.6% in 2009 & 83.2% in 2010)



 

UMass was likely not their first choice
(60% in 2010 and 57% in 2009 indicated that UMass was not their first choice 
compared to 33.8% of freshmen at peer institutions)
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Who Are Our Freshmen Students? 
General Findings from CIRP 2009 & 2010 – Cont.



 

From college-educated, intact families making more than 
$100,000 per year

43.1% in 2009 and 42.2% in 2010 reported family incomes in excess of $100,000 
per year (compared to 39.4% from other institutions). Only 9.3% (2010) and 9.5% 
(2009) expressed major concern about their ability to finance their college education. 
Consistent with our peers (73.3%), the majority of students come from intact 
families (both parents living together) – 74.3% in 2009 and 72.5% in 2010. 85.1% 
(2009) had either one or both parents attend college.



 

Planning to attain a masters, professional, or doctorate 
degree

80.2% in 2009 and 80% in 2010 compared to 70.7% of freshmen at peer 
institutions; only 19.9% indicated that they planned to enroll in a graduate program 
at UMass Amherst
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The Political Landscape
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Experience and Expectations for Engaging with Diverse Environments
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There is a very good
chance that I will socialize

with someone of a
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There is a very good
chance that I will study

abroad at college.

UMass Students - 2009

UMass Students - 2010

Students from Peer
Institutions - 2009
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Our Students are Academically Optimistic



 

76.7% (2009) and 77.7% (2010) rate themselves 
academically ‘above average’ compared to 73.6% of 
freshmen at peer institutions 



 

74.1% (2009) and 73.4% (2010) estimate a ‘very good 
chance’ of attaining at least a B average compared to 
67.4% of freshmen at peer institutions. (3.6% more UMass 
freshmen males than females estimated that they would 
attain at least a B, despite the males reporting fewer hours 
spent studying)  



 

76.9% (2009) and 74.3% (2010) estimate ‘little’ or ‘no’ 
chance of needing extra time to complete degree 
requirements compared to 65.6% of freshmen at peer 
institutions
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Study Habits – The Good News

Studied 6+ Hours Per Week

37.3 37.8

28.8

15

20

25

30

35

40

UMass Students - 2009
UMass Students - 2010
Students at Peer Institutions - 2009
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Study Habits By Gender

Studied 6+ Hours Per Week by Gender - 2009
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Study Habits – The Bad News

Studied Zero to Two Hours Per Week
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Study Habits By Gender

Studied Zero to Two Hours Per Week By Gender - 2009
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Co-curricular & Leisure Habits

Reading vs Videogaming - 2009
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Co-curricular Involvement & Civic Engagement



 

88% (2009) & 86.8% (2010) 
UMass freshmen anticipated ‘some’ 
or a ‘very good’ chance of 
becoming involved with a student 
group or organization. Females 
appear more likely to get involved 
than males. In 2009, 55.1% 
females indicated a ‘very good’ 
chance compared to 40.8% of 
males.



 

44% of UMass freshmen males 
indicated a ‘very good’ chance of 
playing club, intramural, or 
recreational sports (compared to 
29.6% of females)



 

76.9% (2009) and 75% (2010) 
indicated ‘little’ or ‘no’ chance of 
joining a Greek organization, 
compared with 66.7% of students 
at peer institutions.
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Some Activities & Habits That Need Addressing
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Transformational Transitions Team Members 

Jean Kim, Chair 
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Campus Life * 

Martha Baker, 
Associate Dean CNS* 

Allison Berger, 
Asst. Dean Students Judicial Affairs

Dawn Bond, Interim 
Asst. Dir. Housing Assignments

Byron Bullock, 
Assoc. VC Student Affairs and Campus Life*

Anjali Cadena, 
Community Development Dir.*

Carolyn Cave, 
Psychology, Chair SAULC*

Bryce Cheney, 
Graduate Assistant, CSD

Alex Deschamps, 
Women’s Studies*

Erin Donnally Drake, 
Asst. Dir. New RSO & CSD Events

Sid Ferreira, 
Dir. Enroll Serv/Instr Support RAP

Colby Fisher, 
First Year Experience Specialist, HRL

Sabrina Forbes, 
Student Affairs Graduate Intern 

Diana Fordham, 
Asst. Dir. Orchard Hill/Central

Kelly Gray, 
Humanities & Fine Arts*

Eddie Hull, 
Exec. Dir. Housing Services and Residence Life*

Bryan Harvey, 
Dir. Planning & Assessment*

Jeanne Horrigan, 
Dir. New Students Orientation*

Mark Lange, 
Assoc. Dean & Exec. Dir. CSBS Adv.* 

Pamela Marsh-Williams, 
Asst. Provost*

KD Maynard, 
Dir. Undergraduate Advising, UAASC

Cory Pols,
Dir. Advising & Academic Policy, CHC

Melvin Rodriguez, 
Dir. Dimes, SOM*

Kathy Rubin, 
Asst. Dean of Engineering*

Meredith Schmidt, 
Dir. Campus Center/Student Union

Nikki Stoia, 
Assoc. Dean, Music and Dance

Kathy Weilerstein, 
Dir. Acad. Prgms. 1st Year Students*

* TTT Member
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Transformational Transitions:  FYI (First Year Intelligence)



 

Requires participation for all first year students


 

Combines and integrates curricular and co-curricular 
resources, programs and activities



 

Acclimates students to increased academic rigor and 
expanded social diversity



 

Develops a strong sense of class identity and community 
engagement



 

Creates a flexible learning structure for navigating 
academic and social landscapes



 

Sets core learning outcomes for all first year students


 

Creates various ‘gateways’ that maximize access to 
programs & services



 

Fully implement by Fall 2011
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Components of Transformational Transitions:  FYI 

1. New Student Orientations: Provides Summer and Fall 
Orientation with a common summer reading based on an annual 
Deans’ theme

2. FY Passport: Requires participation in four learning areas – 
Connections with Others; Civility, Respect, Diversity; 
Acclimation to  Academic and Social Culture; & Health and 
Wellness. 

3. Academic Advising: Implements Six Points of Contact and 
Academic Plan

4. Residential First Year Experience (RFYE): Increases RAP/TAP and 
other learning communities, builds connections with colleges and 
schools and advising support

5. First Year Seminars (FYS): Increase Faculty First Year Seminars 
2010 FFYS enrollment increased by 83% (from 351 to 641 students) with an 
increase by 50% in  faculty seminars offered; Maintains current OASIS, 
Your Winning Season (for Athletes), Engineering Innovation 
Seminar (Engineering), Transitions (ISOM), Ideas That Changed 
the World (CHC), Public Health Foundations (Public Health), etc.
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Transformational Transitions:  FYI Sub-teams

1. NSO: Comprehensive Orientation to the Amherst campus 
(Chair: Jeanne Horrigan, Director of NSO)

2. Individualized Academic Plan & Academic Advising Process 
(Co-Chairs: Pamela Marsh Williams, Assistant Provost & 
Kathy Rubin, Assistant Dean of Engineering)

3. FY Passport (Chair: Mark Lange, Assoc. Dean & Exec. Dir. 
CSBS Adv.)

4. RFYE: Residential First Year Program (Co-Chairs: Eddie 
Hull, Executive Director of Residence Life & Kathy 
Weilerstein, Dir. Acad. Programs 1st Year Students)
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Sub-team 1, New Student Orientations – Progress to Date:



 

Reviewed CAS standards and NODA guidelines for 
orientation programs



 

Examined FYE programs at 12 large public institutions and 
compiled results



 

Identified key FYE program components


 

Identified impacts of new orientation on our campus 
programs and services



 

Set dates for the new Fall Orientation; Sept. 1-3, 2011 
(will include New Student Convocation, Common Reading 
discussions, College/School sessions, programs on 
academic skills, self management, health, safety, wellness, 
diversity, navigating the campus, majors & careers, etc.)
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Subteam 2, Individualized Academic Plan & Academic Advising- 
-Progress to Date:



 

Developed 6 defined points of contact for all students and 
tasks for peer mentors to support student academic 
success



 

Established advising offices in all colleges with outreach to 
all new students



 

Implemented campus-wide Chief Undergraduate Advisors’ 
and Deans’ meetings 



 

Developed peer advisor training curriculum



 

Collaborated with Residence Life and Deans for staff 
training



 

Enhanced collaboration with RFYE and the Director of 
Residence Life
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Subteam 2, Individualized Academic Plan & Academic Advising– 
Progress to Date: 6 Points of Contact 

1. Summer New Student Orientation (June)
2. Welcome from College or School (September)
3. Spring Preregistration Advising (November)
4. Review of 1st Semester Grades (January) 
5. Preregistration for Fall (April)
6. Transition to Sophomore Year (April-May)
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Subteam 2 – Progress to Date continued:



 

Launched SPIRE Notes in fall 2010



 

Upgraded SPIRE to show assigned advisor or 
advising office location



 

Increased prominence of advising on the UMass 
website



 

Enhanced Undergraduate Advising Blog as a 
campus resource



 

Initiated discussions with the University Registrar 
to develop strategies for monitoring individual 
student progress towards his/her academic plan
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Sub-team 3, FY Passport - Progress to Date:



 

Outlined the FY Passport program 


 

Developing a detailed goals & learning objectives


 

Delineating connections between FY resources 
and the FY Passport program



 

Exploring an electronic method of tracking FY 
students’ progress in fulfilling their FY Passport



 

Planning revised OASIS type course to achieve 
requirements of FY Passport



 

Piloting FY Passport program in Spring 2010
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Sub-team 4, RFYE:  Residential First Year Program 
Progress to Date:



 

Reviewed best practices of living/learning 
community collaborations at UW-Madison LLC



 

Reviewed RAP program to enhance, articulate, 
and develop academic connection components



 

Coordinated distribution of RAPs


 

Assessed and expanded RAP
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